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The Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response (EPR) Program News Update is provided 
as a way to share current information about the preparedness program. This News Update is 
intended to be shared with local, regional, and tribal government partners; please forward it to 
others who may be interested. We are currently in Budget Period 4 of a five-year cooperative 
agreement for our base grant with a fiscal period July 1 – June 30 each “year.” The Ebola 
funding streams have a variety of fiscal periods and due dates.  
 

Program Updates 
 

Public Health Preparedness Summit – Lori Van De Wege 
We have several staff attending the Public Health Preparedness 
Summit in Dallas the week of April 18-22. There is a business 
meeting scheduled for Monday, April 18. If there is any breaking 

news we will share it with you as soon as we can, otherwise we will provide an update during 
the next monthly update call. 
 
Just as a reminder, we are currently in Budget Period 4 (ends June 30, 2016) of a 5-year 
cooperative agreement period. This is the time our federal partners begin working on what the 
next cooperative agreement looks like. We have heard this will result in a change to the 
capabilities – for both HPP and PHEP. It is likely the core capabilities will better align with the 
actual needs for a public health and/or medical response. An example may be capability 7, Mass 
Care. Since public health is not the lead for this function, it would make sense that this be 
removed from the PHEP capabilities. 
 

National Health Securities Preparedness Index – Lori Van De Wege 
The National Health Securities Index is due out later this month. 
Target date is either the 26th or 27th of April. You may recall the 
Index measures preparedness at the state level, in a variety of 
categories. 

 Health Security Surveillance 

 Community Planning & Engagement 

 Incident & Information Management 

 Health Care Delivery 

 Countermeasure Management 

 Environmental & Occupational Health  
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Data for these measures is collected from existing reporting sources so there is no additional 
reporting burden for the states. However, this means the data is not coming from the 
preparedness program. It comes from other public health reporting, and in some cases 
reporting from other preparedness partners.  
The Index was introduced in December of 2013 with 5 domains, 14 sub-domains, and 128 
measures. The tool has continued to change over the years under the guidance of a Steering 
Committee comprised of representatives more than 25 organizations. The current Index 
includes 194 measures, from over 65 sources. 
 
We will share the Index with you when it is received, which we expect the last week in April. 
 

Health and Medical Preparedness and Response Doctrine – Lori Van De Wege 
Approximately a month ago, we sent a draft of the Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Doctrine to a number of partners, including the Disaster Advisory Group, Regional Emergency 
Response Coordinators, tribal public health organizations, and several others. Additionally, the 
Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response conducted several webinars to describe the 
doctrine and solicit comments from stakeholders.  
 
We have received a number of comments and are currently working to make adjustments to 
the Doctrine, and incorporate feedback. Depending on the extent of changes, we may send out 
a revised draft with a similar review and feedback period, or finalize the document. This will still 
be considered a living document, and will be subject to change as necessary. 
 
 

Readiness Updates 
 

Tribal Public Health Emergency Preparedness Conference – Lou Schmitz 
 
http://www.aihc-wa.com/files/2016/04/2016-Tribal-Emergency-Preparedness-Conference-Update-for-
DOH-Monthly-Update-Call-04-18-16-3.pdf 

 
Columbia Generating Station Exercise (March 29-30) – Tim McClung 

Department of Health staff participated with the state emergency operations center (EOC), 
local jurisdictions, and key partners in a federally-evaluated radiation exercise, testing 
response to an emergency and potential “leak” at the Columbia Generating Station (CGS). 
 
For DOH, it was a great opportunity to practice our intra-agency coordination. For the first 
time in a CGS exercise our Office of Radiation Protection staff worked with the incident 
management team to coordinate and integrate operations. The incident management team 
learned from the Radiation subject matter experts, and the Radiation staff discovered great 
support from the (newer) incident management team. And we were coordinating with the 
ESF 8 staff at the state EOC, and field staff in Benton County. 
 

http://www.aihc-wa.com/files/2016/04/2016-Tribal-Emergency-Preparedness-Conference-Update-for-DOH-Monthly-Update-Call-04-18-16-3.pdf
http://www.aihc-wa.com/files/2016/04/2016-Tribal-Emergency-Preparedness-Conference-Update-for-DOH-Monthly-Update-Call-04-18-16-3.pdf
http://mil.wa.gov/uploads/pdf/PLANS/esf8--final-june2015.pdf
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According to the federal evaluator, we “passed with flying colors.” This exercise followed the 
dress rehearsal that took place at the end of February. The evaluator was pleased to see 
improvements made between the dress rehearsal and the evaluated exercise in processes 
and procedures at the state EOC. We are confident if an incident like this occurred in 
Washington we could mount an appropriate initial response.  
 
The Columbia Generating Station is a nuclear facility located on the Columbia River, 10 miles 
north of Richland, Washington. It is the third largest energy producer in the state, after the 
Grand Coulee and Chief Joseph dams.  
 

Recap: Fatality Management Workshops – Serena Segura 
March 23-24, Renton 
April 5-6, Spokane 
 
Two Fatality Management Workshops were successfully delivered. The first was in Renton, with 
18 attendees, and the second was in Spokane, with 24 attendees. Both workshops were a day 
and a half long, and were tied to the Cascadia Rising Exercise as lead-up exercises.  

There was a good mix of representation which included: public health, medical 
examiners/coroners, tribal partners, emergency management, Washington State Patrol Crime 
Lab, FEMA, National Guard, Red Cross, EMS, and a funeral home. We are currently working on 
the after action report for the Workshops which will be shared once completed. Thank you to 
all those who supported the workshops and those who were able to attend. 

Participants reviewed: 

 A primer for Emergency Support Function 8 partners;  

 Resource capabilities and capacities at the federal, state, and local levels, other states, 

and the private sector; and  

 Processes for integrating and utilizing Mutual Aid.  

 
The presentations were followed by a tabletop exercise, broken into three modules: 1) Initial 
Response, 2) Resources and Surge Capacity, and 3) Normal Operations and Mutual Aid.  
 

Coming soon: NIMS Compliance Survey – Serena Segura 
It’s that time of year again – the NIMS Compliance Surveys were sent out April 19 for local 
health jurisdictions, healthcare organizations, and community and migrant health centers. 
These surveys are a requirement for entities that receive federal funds. Please note that the 
local health jurisdiction survey is separate from the survey for healthcare organizations and 
community and migrant health centers.  

Weekly tracking reports will be sent out, and will go to the Local Emergency Response 
Coordinators for the local health jurisdictions survey; Healthcare Coalition Leads will receive the 
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report for healthcare organizations; and Gretchen O’Conner from WACMHC will receive the 
report for Community and Migrant Health Centers. Surveys are due by June 30, 2016. 

 
Recap: Puget Sound Regional Acute Infectious Disease Tabletop Exercise – Rebecca Lis 

On April 12, 2016 the Northwest Healthcare Response Network hosted a tabletop exercise 
testing its Regional Acute Infectious Disease Response Plan.  
 
The exercise included approximately 60 attendees including participants from Ebola treatment 
and assessment facilities, frontline facilities, public health agencies, and fire/emergency 
medical services departments from four counties: King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap. As well 
as participation from Washington State Department of Health epidemiology and laboratory 
sections and American Medical Response.  
 
The exercise goal was to test regional protocols and tools from the Regional Acute Infectious 
Disease Response Plan, and identify gaps to direct planning for acute infectious disease events 
moving forward.  
 
The exercise was a phenomenal success, bringing together multiple jurisdictions and partners 
to tackle some of the most complex coordination needs of an acute infectious disease 
response. We sought to understand how structures, models, and protocols created during 
Ebola planning may be applicable to other acute infectious disease events.  
 
The exercise provided many lessons learned for future planning around the following themes: 

 Authority and leadership in a multi-jurisdictional and multi-partner response (Who is in 

charge?) 

 How to best use our healthcare partners to address an acute infectious disease 

outbreak, and the possible applicability of the Ebola three-tiered healthcare facility 

model (Treatment, Assessment, Frontline) 

 Coordination of movement and care of patients and contacts 

An after action report and improvement plan will be drafted with review by exercise 
participants. The Network looks forward to ongoing work with our regional partners to 
continually refine our planning for acute infectious disease events. If you have any questions 
about the exercise, feel free to contact Aaron Resnick (Planning & Preparedness Manager) 
Aaron.resnick@nwhrn.org and Rebecca Lis (Special Projects Manager) Rebecca.lis@nwhrn.org 
at the Network.  
 

Isolation and Quarantine ConOps and Review Process – Kevin Wickersham 
The DOH Concept of Operations for Isolation and Quarantine has been vetted internally and is 
now ready to undergo external review by our stakeholders. In the next week or so, We will 
distribute this document to Local Health Officers, LERCs, RERCs, and our contacts in tribal 
governments. We ask that all recipients provide thoughtful feedback and seek input from 

mailto:Aaron.resnick@nwhrn.org
mailto:Rebecca.lis@nwhrn.org
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others in their jurisdiction if appropriate. We have also developed Operational Procedures for 
DOH use in implementing Isolation or Quarantine at a DOH-operated facility. These procedures 
are currently under review and will be shared with our partners when complete. 
 

Zika Preparedness – Kevin Wickersham 
Please refer to the attached summary for the latest on our agency’s preparedness activities. 
The attachment includes summaries from different DOH groups involved and coordinating 
response activities. Please contact Kevin with any questions, Kevin.Wickersham@doh.wa.gov, 
or 360-236-4053. 
 

Training Update (PHEP) – Kim Butowicz 
The two highlighted courses for “L-380 At the Point of the Spear” will have the highest 
number of seats available for our partners. We will have a fewer number of seats in the other 
two courses, however there will be some availability.  
 
Please contact Kim Butowicz about these trainings, Kim.Butowicz@doh.wa.gov, or 360-236-
4090. 

 
2016 Dates Course Location Course Hours 
April 4-8 L-380 At the Point of the Spear 

Incident leadership training 
 

Thurston Co. Expo Center, 
Lacey 

40 

June 20-24 L-380 At the Point of the Spear 
Incident leadership training 
 

Columbia Basin College, Pasco 40 

May 16-20 All-Hazards Incident Management Team 
(AHIMT) O-305 
Partnership between Public Health 
Seattle-King County and DOH 
 

Stone Education Center (on 
base, main gate), Joint Base 
Lewis-McChord  

40 

June 22-24 AHIMT Taskbook Workshop 
Mainly for DOH staff, needed to qualify 
for a Type 3 IMT 
 

Lacey Community Center, 
Lacey  

24 

Administrative Updates 
 

Grant Application Submitted – Lori Van De Wege 
We did get our grant application submitted for the upcoming budget period 5, which will run 
July 1 2016 thru June 30, 2017. As we noted on the March call, we were about 10 days from the 
due date when we were informed of a $948,000 reduction in our allocation. We do want to 
thank you for your patience as we worked through this difficult and challenging time. 
 
We were able to keep our local health and tribal partners funding, as well as the healthcare 
coalition allocations, “whole.” Meaning, we did not pass along any funding reductions. We 
balanced our budget by only including DOH staff salaries for 10 months, rather than the full 12 

mailto:Kevin.Wickersham@doh.wa.gov
mailto:Kim.Butowicz@doh.wa.gov
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months of the year. The CDC was able to give us some flexibility on how to use unspent funding 
from BP4, and we are planning to make up the difference in staff costs from this source. We will 
not know until approximately September how much unspent funding there may be, but are not 
thinking we will have much available for any special projects.  
 
Our application is in review right now. We have already been communicating with our federal 
partners on questions or concerns in our application, and we have noticed an increased amount 
of scrutiny in our documentation. As generally happens, that increased level of scrutiny means 
we need to ask more clarifying questions of our partners as we move through the year. We 
don’t know what this really means, but wanted you to all be forewarned that we are seeing this 
trend already.  
 

Tribal Contracts – Rachel Paris / Kristen Baird Romero 
Reminder, we are now in the open, annual tribal funding period, preparing work plans for the 
upcoming year, starting July 1.  
 

What is due? FY16 Capability Planning worksheet 
These are your draft activities. 
 

When is it due? May 30, 2016 
We used to leave this funding period open throughout 
the budget period. Now, we’re asking you to let us know 
before the period starts so we can put contracts in place. 
 

Where do I submit the worksheet? Submit to Kristen Baird Romero, 
Kristen.Baird@doh.wa.gov  
 

Whom do I contact with questions? Kristen Baird Romero, 360-236-4057 
 

Are these all the activities I can 
choose from? (on the worksheet) 

No! We have a whole book of grant guidance. Let’s work 
together to make a plan. Contact Kristen.  
 

Where can I find the worksheet? You should have received it by email March 1, 2016, 
from Kristen Baird Romero. If you still need it, let us 
know and we’ll be happy to send it. 

 
 

LHJ Contracts – Consolidated Contract Reminder – Jennifer Moore 
Statements of work for the upcoming budget period (BP5) are being reviewed and will be sent 
back after being revised. At that time, we will be asking for any additions an LHJ would want to 
make to their SOW. If you want to add activities, you should be thinking of those now, including 
outcomes and outputs.  
 

mailto:Kristen.Baird@doh.wa.gov
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We would be looking to add activities based on: 
 
a) the LHJ response assessment (if completed),  
b) the deliverable reports (due June 30), looking at what work should continue or be started, 
and  
c) local/regional priorities.  
For questions please contact Jennifer Moore, Jennifer.Moore@doh.wa.gov, or 360-236-4596 
 

### 
 
If you have any information you would like to share with the public health preparedness 
community during a monthly update call please feel free to send your ideas to Dianna Trotter, 
dianna.trotter@doh.wa.gov or 360-236-4079. 
 
EPR Program Update Calls are held the third Monday of each month from 2-3 p.m., except January and 
February meetings are combined because of holidays. Emergency Preparedness and Response is funded 
through a CDC grant for public health emergency preparedness (PHEP), and healthcare preparedness 
(HPP) grant from the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) under the federal 
Health and Human Services (HHS). 

 
 

2016 Update Calls   

Feb. 8, 2-3 p.m. May 16, 2-3 p.m. Aug. 15, 2-3 p.m. Nov. 21, 2-3 p.m. 

March 21, 2-3 p.m. June 20, 2-3 p.m. Sep. 19, 2-3 p.m. Dec. 19, 2-3 p.m. 

April 18, 2-3 p.m. July 18, 2-3 p.m. Oct. 17, 2-3 p.m.  

mailto:Jennifer.Moore@doh.wa.gov
mailto:dianna.trotter@doh.wa.gov

